
     CATALOGUE ERRATA:  VOCAL 78s 
RODOLFO ANGELINI-FORNARI 
List page 3. He was active on stage until at least 1924, that year having given a 
 concert in Boston’s Jordan Hall.  
FEODOR CHALIAPIN 
#1041. This is sung by VASILI P. DAMAEV [t], not Chaliapin.  
VASILLI P. DAMAEV 
A Chaliapin listing, #1041 is by DAMAEV, not Chaliapin. 
CLAIRE DUX 
#2177. The correct duet partner is KARL JÖRN [t] 
GERALDINE FARRAR 
#1049. While Farrar was in the 1904 premiere of DER ROLAND VON BERLIN, it  

was Emmy Destinn who created the role of Elizabeth [Elsbeth] who sings  
this aria. Farrar was cast as Eva Schum. . 

JULIUS GLESS  
#1513. His last name is GLESS, not GLEISS as given in the catalogue. His death  

was in 1967 and not 1946.  
GIOVANNI GRAVINA 
List Page 39. He was alive into the 1920s. 
EDOUARD LICHTENSTEIN 
#1624. This is a 12” record by soprano JANE LINDSAY.  
JENNY SONNENBERG. 
List Page 60.  Sonnenberg's birth place, Lemberg, was then Austria-Hungary and  

is now in Ukraine. 
      CATALOGUE ERRATA:  INSTRUMENTAL 78s 
PIERO COPPOLA 
#2235. The correct catalogue number SHOULD be 2234. If you bid on #2235 (as  

listed in the catalogue) but included Coppola’s name, I’ll make the correc-  
 tion.If you just bid on #2235 with no further item details, please advise (as 

there are two items listed as #2235.).  
GRIGOROVICH  / VERZHBILOVICH 
#1505. The correct catalogue number SHOULD be #1504. If you bid on #1505 (as 

listed in the catalogue) but included the name of either Grigorovich or  
Verzhbilovich I’ll make the correction. If you bid on #1505 with no further 
item details, please advise (as there are two items listed as #1505.).  

ARNOLD ROSÉ 
:#1275. Side one title is incorrectly given on the label. It should be ROMANCE IN G,  
 Op. 26 (Svendsen) 
EFREM ZIMBALIST 
#2422 and #2433.These recordings are by ALBERT SPALDING, listed here in error. 


